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COLD REGIONS WARMING
Oil on canvas, 100x150 cm, 2020

The vast cold regions of Russia, especially, and Canada extend far southwards of the Arctic Circle. This summer in the Northern 
Hemisphere has been the hottest on record. The Arctic sea-ice is thinning and contracting. The Greenland ice-sheet is melting at
unprecedented rates. Vast tracts of the permafrost zones in Russia and Canada are collapsing. Vegetation and peat fires are now extensive. 
The red hues in this painting of the circumpolar regions by Gennadiy Ivanov are an artistic metaphor for these dramatic changes.



Fire- global warming’s shockwave
Oil on canvas, 90x90 cm, 2019

Fire has been a recurring theme of the 
Transition’s team experience and represents the 
shockwave of global warming: more frequent, 
more intense and larger wildfires burning forests, 
grasslands, tundra, homes, and 
communities. Wildfires can spread faster than a 
human can run and the accounts of fires from the 
oil train derailments in Saskatchewan and Quebec 
and the partial burning of the City of Fort 
McMurray by wildfire in 2016, the most expensive 
natural disaster in Canadian history, haunted the 
team.
Wildfires are an important part of natural 
ecosystem renewal and small wildfires were part 
of how Indigenous peoples managed forests and 
grasslands and prevented larger 
wildfires. Modern global warming-driven wildfires 
are large, intense and dangerous and can also 
cause increased flooding after fires have burned 
soils and vegetation and so reduce the natural 
ability of river basins to retain and evaporate 
water from snowmelt and rainfall. “This painting is 
based on a bonfire I saw near Saskatoon, set 
during a wet period in a rural area that had almost 
burned down in the previous record-dry spring 
due to a grass wildfire. It is menacing and 
foreshadows the greater destructions that wildfire 
can cause.” (Gennadiy Ivanov)



FIRE ACROSS THE ICE
Oil on canvas, 80x80 cm, 2020
The Arctic Ocean has undergone a massive warming in the last 40 years, with the loss of over half of its multi-year sea ice. This ocean is surrounded by the Arctic 
lands of Russia, Canada, Greenland and Scandinavia – much of which are warming three times faster than the rest of the world – and receives the warmer and 
increasing freshwater flows from the major northward flowing rivers of Russia and Canada such as the Ob, Yenisei, Mackenzie, Lena etc. as well as freshwater from 
melting glaciers and ice sheets. Here, the view from the Arctic coast of Canada looks across the remaining ice to Russia, a view that foretells the increasing 
temperatures, permafrost thaw, greenhouse gas emissions, wildfires, floods and streamflow volumes that span the circumpolar North. The bubbles in the ice 
remind us of methane emissions from permafrost through lake ice that are ubiquitous in northern peatlands.



The Sky River,
Oil on canvas 130x170cm, 2021
This painting reflects the record setting rainfall, extensive flooding and destruction of 
transportation infrastructure, homes and farms that occurred due to an “atmospheric river” of 
heavy rainfall onto melting mountain snowpacks that occurred in November 2021 in southwestern 
British Columbia.  The resulting floods were the costliest in BC’s history at $US7.5 billion and 
were devastating to farms in the Fraser Valley where more than 600,000 farm animals perished. 



THE LAST BEAR
SERIES ‘POWERFUL 
AND VULNERABLE’
Oil on canvas, 100x100 
cm, 2018

This reflects the last 
stand of nature as the 
melting cryosphere 
leaves many species 
stranded.  The polar 
bear is an iconic 
symbol of a cold 
regions animal that is 
threatened by 
declining sea ice in 
much of its range.  It 
needs the sea ice to 
hunt and so looks 
vulnerable without it



Peyto Glacier Series



Peyto Crevasses
 91x116 cm oil on canvas 2019
Peyto Glacier has developed extensive crevasse networks in its lower toe area as the ice 
stagnates and melts at the fastest rate ever.  These crevasses conduct meltwater to the 
bottom of the glacier where they rush out the snout to form Peyto Creek that flows into Peyto 
Lake and then to the Mistaya River and eventually the North Saskatchewan River.



Peyto Crevasses
91x116 cm oil on canvas, 2019
The decline and “mortality” of Peyto Glacier is portrayed in this skull-like impression of 
crevasses and broken ice masses near the toe, coloured by algae and soot.



Peyto crevasses
Oil on canvas, 91x116 cm, 2019



Peyto Crevasses
Pastel on paper, 45x65 cm
2019



Peyto Glacier, pastel drawing on paper, 18x24 cm, 2019 



Peyto Glacier, pastel drawing on paper, 18x24 cm, 2019 



Peyto Glacier, pastel drawing on paper, 18x24 cm, 2019 



Peyto Glacier, pastel drawing 
on paper, 18x24 cm, 2019 



Peyto Glacier, 
pastel drawing on paper, 33x45 cm, 2019
Looking downstream from the toe of Peyto Glacier at the newly formed 
and rapidly growing “Lake Munro” and the creek that flows to Peyto Lake.  
This scene would have been under the ice 15 years ago.



Peyto Glacier, pastel drawing on paper, 18x24 cm, 2019 



Peyto glacier
18x24 cm oil on canvas, 2019
Looking downstream towards Lake Munro, Peyto Creek under a smoky sky in abnormally hot 
weather.  The heat dome of July 2021 say Peyto’s highest ever temperature on ice, 23 oC.



Peyto glacier 18x24 cm oil on canvas, 2019



Peyto glacier 18x24 cm oil on canvas, 2019



Peyto glacier 13x18 cm 
oil on canvas, 2019



Poorly Peyto 
Virtual Water 
Gallery Project 
oil on canvas 
160x160cm, 
2021

Here the 
crevasses of 
Peyto are 
portrayed as 
bloodied ribs as 
on a dying 
animal.  The 
contrast with the 
blue meltwater 
cascading down 
the slopes and 
ice is stunning



Bleeding Peyto 
Glacier oil on canvas 
160 x 160 cm, 2021



Peyto Glacier, pastel drawing on paper, 18x24 cm, 2019 



‘Poorly Peyto’, diptych

To produce this diptych, I have relied on my own field drawings and photographs, my memory, and very high-resolution stills and videos from drones operated by Global Water 
Futures’ scientists on that day. The meltwater was flowing in runnels and torrents across and through the ice, and parts of the glacier were dramatically colored, especially by the red 
of algae and the black of cryoconite (accumulations of ash and soot from wildfires, fungi, bacteria, as well as algae). At places at the margins of the Glacier, but especially below its 
receding snout, were deposits of yellow-tinged glacial silt. The whole scene taken together, including the bare moraines and sediment beyond the snout, summoned - in my mind - a 
sense of destruction.

In this diptych, the red hues signal scars which, I imagine, represent the bleeding and screaming of this ancient, moving, and ever-changing entity. Despite the vivid coloration, it 
represents a step closer to final death, decay, and darkness. I visualize the yellow tinges as the transformation of progressively deeper, bleeding scars to the pervasive dirty yellows 
which will be the remaining ice-free depositional landscape and which, for a short-time, will be desert-like in its absence of vegetation. Although Peyto must be doomed, a fate 
perhaps camouflaged by this transient brightness, in my future work I want to increasingly incorporate representations of potential solutions and coping strategies. In this way I want 
my paintings to stretch beyond the realms of awareness and engagement, and provide glimmers of hope and brightness that we have the imagination and determination to avoid the 
very worst consequences of climate change.



‘Glacier Decline; 
Emergence of Strange New Landscape’

Oil on canvas, 150x100 cm

’The Requiem for the Peyto’
Oil on canvas, 100x80 cm

‘The Requiem for the Peyto’

I enjoy surreal painting. It helps me express my emotions; something which is important to me. I know that scientists also have emotional responses to what they are seeing and 
studying. But, in their public statements, they are careful to express themselves in objective terms, based on the rational methods and reporting of science. Because I am an artist, I 
am allowed to portray myself in a way which expresses some of my feelings.

Here I am below the current snout of the Peyto Glacier, amidst the new and barren landscape revealed by the glacier’s rapid retreat. Modelling by the scientists shows that the glacier 
could have almost completely vanished by the end of the Century. Although barren, the newly-emerged post-glacial depositional landscape does show tiny specks of green – the first 
plants are already moving in. They are shown in my glass. Also in my glass is the beige-yellow glacial silt of the depositional landscape, and cryoconite. Cryoconite, the scientists 
explained to me, is a cocktail of materials which accumulates each year on the glacier’s surface. It consists of ash and soot from vegetation fires, algae, bacteria, viruses, and seeds. 
It has been growing in abundance over the years, accelerating the glacier’s decline, and is washed-off by the annual melt-water to form dark deposits below the snout. It aids the 
growth of seedlings and moss. It is an important part of the greening process, driven by the quickly-warming climate. At what point in the future will the blue-white icescape behind me 
be transformed to green?

I also audio-record the sound of the glacier. The ice-driven katabatic wind; the wind-driven snow particles in late winter; the torrents of meltwater in summer; the splitting and crashing 
of the collapsing glacier. The record-player is my surreal expression of this. It is also a way, for me, to emphasise the importance of the painstaking recording of scientific data on 
Peyto the glacier. Observations first started more than 120 years ago, making it the longest-studied glacier in North America, and are continuing with the sophisticated instrumental 
network of Global Water Futures. In another 120 years there will only be the record left.



‘Glacier Decline’
Charcoal on paper, 180x100 cm

Glacier Decline’ drawings on paper

Perhaps ironically, my other paintings in the Virtual Water 
Gallery are amongst the most brightly-coloured I have 
produced in the Transitions project. One of the reasons is 
because on the occasion of my summer visit, in August, it 
was a brilliantly-clear blue sky day. My other visit was in 
the preceding April, on a cloudy cold grey day. The glacier 
was still mostly hidden beneath snow-cover. It was a 
miserable day; better fitting the emotions which I now feel 
about this departing feature of the dramatic mountain 
landscape. I have transposed my darker emotions into 
these drawings.

In the distance in the first slide top drawing the glacier is 
covered by snow. In the foreground are strange deposits of 
black cryoconite. The cryoconite accumulates on the ice 
surface and, each year, is washed off by the copious 
summer meltwater to form mini-mountain ranges, a metre 
or so high, beyond the glacier snout. Cryoconite comprises 
of ash and soot from wildfires, bacteria, fungi and algae. It 
has become more abundant in recent years. It darkens the 
glacier’s surface, reducing its reflectivity, and exacerbating 
melt. 

This slide drawing, fore-fronting the now-exposed strata 
which were once the side of the glacier valley are deposits 
of glacial silt which have accumulated below the glacier 
snout. I have shown how these silt deposits crack in 
summer heat.
John Pomeroy comments “I like this drawing because it 
gives the illusion of the glacier transforming into a river 
delta – it speaks to glacial hydrology and the loss of these 
glaciers and their replacement by terrestrial hydrological 
systems. And that sediment and cracking can also be 
dangerous – look at India recently”



WILD BILL WOULDN’T RECOGNISE IT
Oil on canvas, 90x150 cm, 2019
The Peyto Glacier in Alberta is named after “Wild” Bill Peyto, who was born in England. On moving to Canada, he became, from the 1890s onward: pioneer, railway labourer, 
trapper, prospector, horse outfitter, packer, legendary mountain guide, and eventually one of the first wardens of Banff National Park. One of many stories about Bill is when 
he released a lynx in a bar. The Peyto is one of the world’s longest-studied glaciers. It has lost more than 70% of its volume since the beginning of the 20th Century with the 
most rapid loss being in the last decades. It is losing 3.5million cubic metres of water each year. Observation stations placed on the glacier in recent years have been lost 
because the ice is melting so rapidly. Where there was once ice, there are now banks of silt and mud. In the distance, perched on a bank of mud, is a form of transport Bill 
didn’t have access to. The painting with the finer detail portrays ice remnants, discoloured by mud and silt. 



CHANGING PALETTE ON PEYTO 1&2
The field drawing, pastel on paper. 30x42 cm , April 2019
The Peyto Glacier, in the Rockies of Alberta, has receded dramatically, particularly in the last 50 years. This rapid recession has produced a changing 
palette of colours; more greys, browns, and sludges as the vanishing ice – which produces more blues, whites and silvers - leaves behind banks of mud. 
The helicopter landed on one such bank, sticky and cloying, not frozen, because of the exceptionally warm spring. The suction and additional weight on 
the helicopter skis required extra thrust for it to take off. The Government of Canada’s research huts and weather stations placed conveniently near the 
edge of the ice in 1965 now stand stranded atop a large hill, more than one kilometre from the ice and hundreds of metres above it. One more sign of the 
dramatic glacier retreat.



CHANGING PALETTE ON PEYTO 1&2
The field drawing, pastel on paper. 30x42 cm , April 2019
The Peyto Glacier, in the Rockies of Alberta, has receded dramatically, particularly in the last 50 years where it has retreated about 3 km. This rapid 
recession has produced a changing palette of colours; more greys, browns, and sludges as the vanishing ice – which produces more blues, whites and 
silvers - leaves behind banks of mud. The helicopter landed on one such bank, sticky and cloying, not frozen, because of the exceptionally warm 
spring. The suction and additional weight on the helicopter skis required extra thrust for it to take off.



BIRTH OF THE RIVER, DEATH OF THE GLACIER
Oil on canvas, 91x116 cm, 2019

The rapidly retreating Peyto Glacier reveals a former sub-glacial channel that is emerging as a large stream beside the glacier. The stream is fed from melting ice and 
snow and is choked with ice that has collapsed from tunnel walls within the glacier and now will flow with the river to melt downstream. The cold water from these 
streams provides ideal conditions for native trout in the Canadian Rockies. This cold water has become even more important as recent hot summers have warmed river 
temperatures above the cool conditions that trout require. Glacial meltwater can also be an important water supply to support river flows to the Canadian Prairies and 
British Columbia in years of drought.  The ice above this channel has now collapsed, leading to a 50 m drop in the glacier surface since this painting was made in 2019.



Title: Former Peyto Glacier
Media used: pastel on paper, 2019.
Dimensions: 45x65cm 
Here I attempt to capture the criss-cross patterns of crevasses and melt channels on the glacier; to give a sense of the collapse of the ice mass. So 
much of the foreground detail in this painting was hidden on my first visit to Peyton in April 2019. We walked over this landscape, but it was mainly 
snowcovered and frozen. In August the deposits of glacial silt and black cryoconite accumulations - surrounded by, and saturated with, water – are 
next-to-impossible to walkover. They give way and suck you down up to your knees; they want to drag you down. Although, again, a colourful painting, 
when I look at my own painting as a spectator the bare moraines and sediments left by the retreating ice give me a sense of destruction, darkness and 
decay borne in rapid deglaciation initiated by human-caused climate change. It is a disturbing task to task to try to represent the sense of decay during 
an azure day which produced vivid contrasts and colorations.



GLACIER DECLINE; EMERGENCE OF 
STRANGE NEW LANDSCAPE
Oil on canvas, 150x100 cm, 2020

The Peyto Glacier in Alberta, Canada, is 
one of the world’s longest-studied 
glaciers. It is rapidly receding because of 
climate change, having lost more than 
70% of its volume since the beginning of 
the 20th Century and has retreated more 
than 330 m since 2019. Here, the 
remaining ice is seen in the distance, 
behind strange deposits of black 
cryoconite, and glacial silt in the 
foreground. The cryoconite accumulated 
on the ice surface and is then washed off 
by the copious summer meltwater; it 
consists of ash and soot from wildfires, 
bacteria, fungi and algae. Each year it 
darkens the glacier’s surface, reducing its 
reflectivity, and exacerbating melt. The 
deposits of glacial silt are cracking in the 
summer heat.



Title: Glacier Decline
Media used: Charcoal, ink on paper drawings, 2021.
Dimensions: 170x100cm each.
Caption:
Perhaps ironically, my other paintings in the Virtual Water Gallery are amongst the most brightly-coloured I have produced in the Transitions project. One of the reasons is because on the 
occasion of my summer visit, in August, it was a brilliantly-clear blue sky day. My other visit was in the preceding April, on a cloudy cold grey day. The glacier was still mostly hidden beneath 
snow-cover. It was a miserable day; better fitting the emotions which I now feel about this departing feature of the dramatic mountain landscape. I have transposed my darker emotions into 
these drawings.

In the distance in the top drawing the glacier is covered by snow. In the foreground are strange deposits of black cryoconite. The cryoconite accumulates on the ice surface and, each year, 
is washed off by the copious summer meltwater to form mini-mountain ranges, a metre or so high, beyond the glacier snout. Cryoconite comprises s of ash and soot from wildfires, bacteria, 
fungi and algae. It has become more abundant in recent years. It darkens s the glacier’s surface, reducing its reflectivity, and exacerbating melt. 

The lower drawing, fore-fronting the now-exposed strata which were once the side of the glacier valley are deposits of glacial silt which have accumulated below the glacier snout. I have 
shown how these silt deposits crack in summer heat.
John Pomeroy comments “I like this drawing because it gives the illusion of the glacier transforming into a river delta – it speaks to glacial hydrology and the loss of these glaciers and their 
replacement by terrestrial hydrological systems. And that sediment and cracking can also be dangerous – look at India recently”



Title: The Requiem for the Peyto
Media used: Oil on canvases, 2021.
Dimensions: 100x80cm 
Caption: 
I enjoy surreal painting. It helps me express my emotions; 
something which is important to me. I know that scientists also 
have emotional responses to what they are seeing and 
studying. But, in their public statements, they are careful to 
express themselves in objective terms, based on the rational 
methods and reporting of science. Because I am an artist, I am 
allowed to portray myself in a way which expresses some of 
my feelings.

Here I am below the current snout of the Peyto Glacier, amidst 
the new and barren landscape revealed by the glacier’s rapid 
retreat. Modelling by the scientists shows that the glacier could 
have almost completely vanished by the end of the Century. 
Although barren, the newly-emerged post-glacial depositional 
landscape does show tiny specks of green – the first plants are 
already moving in. They are shown in my glass. Also in my 
glass is the beige-yellow glacial silt of the depositional 
landscape, and cryoconite. Cryoconite, the scientists explained 
to me, is a cocktail of materials which accumulates each year 
on the glacier’s surface. It consists of ash and soot from 
vegetation fires, algae, bacteria, viruses, and seeds. It has 
been growing in abundance over the years, accelerating the 
glacier’s decline, and is washed-off by the annual melt-water to 
form dark deposits below the snout. It aids the growth of 
seedlings and moss. It is an important part of the greening 
process, driven by the quickly-warming climate. At what point 
in the future will the blue-white icescape behind me be 
transformed to green?

I also audio-record the sound of the glacier. The ice-driven 
katabatic wind; the wind-driven snow particles in late winter; 
the torrents of meltwater in summer; the splitting and crashing 
of the collapsing glacier. The record-player is my surreal 
expression of this. It is also a way, for me, to emphasise the 
importance of the painstaking recording of scientific data on 
Peyto the glacier. Observations first started more than 120 
years ago, making it the longest-studied glacier in North 
America, and are continuing with the sophisticated instrumental 
network of Global Water Futures. In another 120 years there 
will only be the record left.



“Code Red for Peyto Glacier”, 2021
Oil on canvas, 91x116 cm
This plays on the quote from the UN Sec General 
that climate change was code red for humanity.

Code Red for Peyto Glacier
As UN Secretary General António Guterres said a 
recent report summarizing the science of climate 
change "is a code red for humanity". Climate 
scientists have said a catastrophe can be avoided if 
the world acts fast, and they predict that deep cuts 
in emissions of greenhouse gases can limit rising 
temperatures. However, the modest reductions in 
emissions promised at the COP26 Climate Summit in 
Glasgow were inadequate to limit climate change 
sufficiently to permit the survival of mountain 
glaciers like Peyto Glacier. This painting shows a 
conceptual, blood red, lava-like flow replacing the 
glacier and its meltwater and the rapid, catastrophic 
melt of the remaining ice. Such rapid melt occurred 
in the record hot summer of 2021 when Peyto 
Glacier retreated 200 m, roughly ten times its recent 
rate. The valley is flooded, as were many mountain 
rivers draining glaciers in Western Canada during 
the 2021 heatwave.



Athabasca  Series



Athabasca Heat, 
20x20 cm oil on 
canvas, 2019

The Athabasca 
Glacier normally 
experiences an 
Icefield Wind - a 
windy, cold and 
thick layer of air 
draining from the 
Columbia Icefield 
heights towards its 
toe. This has 
helped to slow the 
melt of the 
Athabasca 
Glacier. But 
recently warm air 
is penetrating this 
stable air layer 
and temperatures 
exceeding 15 C 
are now common 
on the ice.



The Athabasca 
Mountain 30x30 
cm oil on canvas 
2019  The 
glaciers and 
snowpacks of 
Mount Athabasca 
are not what they 
used to be and 
the routes to 
climb this 
mountain that 
were viable in the 
1980s are no 
longer suitable.  
What will be left 
in another 40 
years?



The Athabasca 
Glacier 
30x30 cm oil on 
canvas 2019



SUMMER AT THE ATHABASCA GLACIER
Pastel on paper, 38x58 cm, 2019



ATHABASCA GLACIER
Pastel on paper, 38x58 cm, 2019



Athabasca Glacier Station II 47x62 cm pastel on paper 2019
In 2003 the University of Saskatchewan Centre for Hydrology installed a hydrometeorological 
station on the ice of Athabasca Glacier, a few hundred metres above where the buses turn-
around.  This station measures air temperature, humidity, wind speed, radiation, snow depth, ice 
surface height in a very challenging location as the ice surface is melting downwards about 6 m 
per year.  The deep purple algae, wildfire soot and sediments are reducing the reflectivity of the 
ice and accelerating the melt rates.



Athabasca Glacier Station I 47x62 cm pastel on paper 2019
This forefield automatic weather station east of Athabasca Glacier was instrumented by the 
University of Saskatchewan Centre for Hydrology in  2013 to provide a baseline of the climate 
downwind of the Athabasca Glacier and Columbia Icefield. It measures temperature, wind speed, 
humidity, snow depth soil temperature and moisture content, and precipitation at a site that was 
glaciated almost a century ago and helps to understand the newly developing postglacial climate.



Athabasca Glacier, pastel drawing on paper, 33x45 cm, 2019 



Athabasca Glacier, pastel drawing on paper, 33x45 cm, 2019 



Athabasca glacier 18x24 cm oil on canvas, 2019



Athabasca Glacier pastel on paper 45x33cm, 2022
Scientists view the receding Athabasca Glacier from the Forefield Station.  Three lakes have 
formed downstream of the glacier, giving a glimpse of the new landscape emerging from the ice.



DEEP WATER, ATHABASCA 
GLACIER
Oil on canvas, 108x150 cm, 2019

The Athabasca Glacier is the 
headwaters of the Sunwapta 
River which flows into the 
Athabasca River and eventually 
to the Mackenzie River and Arctic 
Ocean.  During the “Heat Dome”  
and exceptionally hot summer of 
2021, the glacier melted faster 
than ever recorded, and the 
Sunwapta River experienced a 
peak daily streamflow that was 
80% higher than the long-term 
average and summer discharge 
that was 36% higher than the 
long-term average. 



Athabasca Glacier Runoff 91x116 cm oil on canvas 2019
Wildfires create smoky days and deposit soot on the Columbia Icefield, darkening the surface and 
accelerating melt by up to 10%.  This, combined with global heating has caused the Athabasca 
Glacier to recede 1.5 km and lose over half its volume in the last century.  The snow and icemelt 
forms runoff which forms streamflow. Runoff from the Columbia Icefield feeds rivers that flow to 
the Pacific Ocean (Columbia), Arctic Ocean (Mackenzie) and Atlantic Ocean (Nelson) making it a 
triple point continental divide and the Hydrological Crown of North America.



Stanley Glacier and Valley



Stanley Glacier, 
Oil on canvas 
100x100cm, 2021
Stanley Glacier in 
Kootenay National 
Park, British Columbia 
is a headwaters of the 
Columbia River and is 
retreating rapidly as 
are other glaciers in 
the area.  Its valley 
has been swept by 
wildfire in 1968 and 
2003.  The Burgess 
Shale reveals 508-
million-year-old fossils 
that show the strange 
and wonderful life 
after the “Cambrian 
Explosion” of 
biological 
diversification. Most of 
these organisms 
became extinct about 
20 million years later 
during a glaciation.



Waterfalls Near Stanley Glacier 24x30 cm pastel on paper, 2019



Stanley Glacier, pastel drawing on paper, 33x45 cm, 2019
Stanley Glacier is in Kootenay National Park in British Columbia, just over the provincial border with Alberta and in the headwater of the Columbia River which supplies 
water for ecosystems, food and energy in vast areas of British Columbia and the US Pacific Northwest. Although not as intensively monitored as glaciers like Peyto of 
Athabasca it, too, is receding rapidly. On the trek up to a convenient vantage point to paint, there is still much remaining evidence of the Vermilion Pass forest fire which 
destroyed 2,500 hectares over 18 days in 1968 and subsequent fires in 2003 and 2018. Forests in these locations take a long time to recover. The ground squirrels were 
inquisitive.
 



The Stanley 
Glacier
 30x30 cm oil on 
canvas 2019



Near Stanley Glacier
24x30 cm pastel on 
paper 2019



Near Stanley Glacier 24x30 cm pastel on paper, 2019



Vermillion Pass 
Forest Fire
30x30 cm oil on 
canvas 2019



Vermillion Pass 
Forest Fire. Stanley 
Creek

Pastel drawing 2019

65x45 cm



Impressions of Glaciers



WANING POWER
The field drawing, pastel on paper. 18x24 
cm, April 2019.
The Victoria Glacier above Lake Louise is 
an ever-diminishing shadow of even its 
recent former self, because of human-
induced climate change. On geological 
time-scales the former immensity of its 
power is evident from the deep U-shaped 
valley, which it scoured out. Its vestigial 
form may vanish by the end of the century.



The melting glacier series
Mixed media on canvas, 
100x100 cm
2019



The melting glacier series
Mixed media on canvas, 
100x100 cm
2019



The melting glacier series
Mixed media on canvas, 
100x100 cm
2019



The melting glacier series
Mixed media on canvas, 
100x100 cm
2019



The melting glacier series
Mixed media on canvas, 
100x100 cm
2019



Melting Glacier 24x30 cm oil on canvas, 2020



RECEDING GLACIER
Oil on wooden panel, 60x80 cm, 2019
An impressionistic painting inspired by spectacular views seen of the Athabasca, Peyto, and Stanley Glaciers.



Melting Glacier 24x30 cm oil on canvas, 2020



Melting Glacier 24x30 cm oil on canvas, 2020



ANGELS & DEVILS I
Oil on canvas, 90x60 cm, 2020

The Angel Glacier of Jasper National Park is 
iconic and a major feature of Mount Edith 
Cavell, itself named after a heroic Norwich-born 
nurse of the First World War who was viewed by  
by many as an “angel” in a dark time.  The Angel 
Glacier is beset by burning forests and wildfire in 
this impressionistic painting showing that both 
fire and ice are dominating the era of rapid 
global change in this high mountain 
environment.  The icefall of part of the adjacent 
Ghost Glacier into Cavell Lake in 2012 also 
represents the darker side of glaciers.  The 
icefall triggered a small tsunami that destroyed 
parking lots, roads and trails in a popular area.  
Fortunately it happened at night with no loss of 
life.  Similar events have caused massive loss of 
life in India including after an icefall and land 
avalanche into the upper Ganga River.



ANGELS & DEVILS II
Oil on canvas, 90x70 cm, 2020



GHOST GLACIER
Oil on canvas, 91x116 cm, 2019
Inspired by the Rock Glacier in Kluane Park, Yukon, sitting in the distance above the ribbon of rock is the ghost of a glacier, shrouded in snow re-suspended by the wind 
from one of the north-facing sides of a mountain gully. In the foreground are the waters of Dezadeash Lake, which is still drip-fed by the waters flowing beneath the rock 
glacier, the rocky remains of what was once a glacier of ice.  Rock glaciers will be all that remains of many Canadian Rockies glaciers by the end of this century due to 
enhanced melt from anthropogenic global heating.



Glacier Melt Accelerant



CRYCONITE SEDIMENT I
Oil on canvas, 80x60 cm, 2019

"One of the most fascinating outcomes of conversations with scientists has been my growing realisation of how interconnected the world is and how 
something that is very small can affect the whole planet." (Gennadiy Ivanov).



CRYCONITE SEDIMENT II
Oil on canvas, 80x60 cm, 2019

"One of the most fascinating outcomes of conversations with scientists has been my growing realisation of how interconnected the world is and how 
something that is very small can affect the whole planet." (Gennadiy Ivanov).



WORLDS WITHIN WORLDS
Oil on round canvas, 20 cm diameter, 2019 

"One of the most fascinating outcomes of 
conversations with scientists has been my 
growing realisation of how interconnected 
the world is and how something that is very 
small can affect the whole planet." 
(Gennadiy Ivanov).
There is a strong connection between the 
rate of melting of the ice and the 
“brightness” (the albedo, in scientific terms) 
of the ice surface. Clean ice is very bright 
and melts slowly and dark ice absorbs solar 
energy and melts more quickly. Rapid ice 
melt leads to sea level rise and 
deglaciation. This dark material is known as 
cryoconite, and is teaming with life, 
including pollen and living organisms such 
as algae and bacteria. Cryoconite 
accelerates glacier melt. It can be 
studied through the technique of scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM), which produces 
images at, typically, around 10,000 
magnification. These World Within World 
paintings are based on SEM images of 
cryoconite samples from the Peyto Glacier –
collected and analysed by Global Water 
Futures scientists. This normally unseen 
“microworld” has profound impacts on our 
Earth - the accelerated glacier melt caused 
by these microorganisms even contributes 
to the sea level rise that low-lying coastal 
regions such as East Anglia in the UK are 
experiencing.



WORLDS WITHIN WORLDS
Oil on round canvas, 20 cm diameter 

"One of the most fascinating outcomes of 
conversations with scientists has been my 
growing realisation of how interconnected 
the world is and how something that is very 
small can affect the whole planet." 
(Gennadiy Ivanov).
The connection between the rate of melting 
of the ice and the “brightness” (the albedo, 
in scientific terms) of the ice surface. Clean 
ice is very bright and melts slowly and dark 
ice absorbs solar energy and melts more 
quickly. Rapid ice melt leads to sea level 
rise and deglaciation. This dark material is 
known as cryoconite, and is teaming with 
life, including pollen and living organisms 
such as algae and bacteria. Cryoconite 
accelerates glacier melt. It can be 
studied through the technique of scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM), which produces 
images at, typically, around 10,000 
magnification. These World Within World 
paintings are based on SEM images of 
cryoconite samples from the Peyto Glacier –
collected and analysed by Global Water 
Futures scientists. This normally unseen 
“microworld” has profound impacts on our 
Earth - the accelerated glacier melt caused 
by these microorganisms even contributes 
to the sea level rise that low-lying coastal 
regions such as East Anglia in the UK are 
experiencing.



WORLDS WITHIN WORLDS
Oil on round canvas, 20 cm diameter 

"One of the most fascinating outcomes of 
conversations with scientists has been my 
growing realisation of how interconnected 
the world is and how something that is very 
small can affect the whole planet." 
(Gennadiy Ivanov).
The connection between the rate of melting 
of the ice and the “brightness” (the albedo, 
in scientific terms) of the ice surface. Clean 
ice is very bright and melts slowly and dark 
ice absorbs solar energy and melts more 
quickly. Rapid ice melt leads to sea level 
rise and deglaciation. This dark material is 
known as cryoconite, and is teaming with 
life, including pollen and living organisms 
such as algae and bacteria. Cryoconite 
accelerates glacier melt. It can be 
studied through the technique of scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM), which produces 
images at, typically, around 10,000 
magnification. These World Within World 
paintings are based on SEM images of 
cryoconite samples from the Peyto Glacier –
collected and analysed by Global Water 
Futures scientists. This normally unseen 
“microworld” has profound impacts on our 
Earth - the accelerated glacier melt caused 
by these microorganisms even contributes 
to the sea level rise that low-lying coastal 
regions such as East Anglia in the UK are 
experiencing.



WORLDS WITHIN WORLDS
Oil on round canvas, 50 cm diameter 

"One of the most fascinating outcomes of 
conversations with scientists has been my 
growing realisation of how interconnected 
the world is and how something that is very 
small can affect the whole planet." 
(Gennadiy Ivanov).
The connection between the rate of melting 
of the ice and the “brightness” (the albedo, 
in scientific terms) of the ice surface. Clean 
ice is very bright and melts slowly and dark 
ice absorbs solar energy and melts more 
quickly. Rapid ice melt leads to sea level 
rise and deglaciation. This dark material is 
known as cryoconite, and is teaming with 
life, including pollen and living organisms 
such as algae and bacteria. Cryoconite 
accelerates glacier melt. It can be 
studied through the technique of scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM), which produces 
images at, typically, around 10,000 
magnification. These World Within World 
paintings are based on SEM images of 
cryoconite samples from the Peyto Glacier –
collected and analysed by Global Water 
Futures scientists. This normally unseen 
“microworld” has profound impacts on our 
Earth - the accelerated glacier melt caused 
by these microorganisms even contributes 
to the sea level rise that low-lying coastal 
regions such as East Anglia in the UK are 
experiencing.



WORLDS WITHIN WORLDS
Oil on oval canvas, 2019

"One of the most fascinating outcomes of 
conversations with scientists has been my 
growing realisation of how interconnected 
the world is and how something that is very 
small can affect the whole planet." 
(Gennadiy Ivanov).
The connection between the rate of melting 
of the ice and the “brightness” (the albedo, 
in scientific terms) of the ice surface. Clean 
ice is very bright and melts slowly and dark 
ice absorbs solar energy and melts more 
quickly. Rapid ice melt leads to sea level 
rise and deglaciation. This dark material is 
known as cryoconite, and is teaming with 
life, including pollen and living organisms 
such as algae and bacteria. Cryoconite 
accelerates glacier melt. It can be 
studied through the technique of scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM), which produces 
images at, typically, around 10,000 
magnification. These World Within World 
paintings are based on SEM images of 
cryoconite samples from the Peyto Glacier –
collected and analysed by Global Water 
Futures scientists. This normally unseen 
“microworld” has profound impacts on our 
Earth - the accelerated glacier melt caused 
by these microorganisms even contributes 
to the sea level rise that low-lying coastal 
regions such as East Anglia in the UK are 
experiencing.



BREAKFAST WITH SCIENTISTS
Oil on canvas, 150x120 cm, 2019

A vital part of the Transitions climate-art project is discussion with the scientists, not only in the field but also in reflection. This conceptualisation of 
a breakfast conversation with Professor John Pomeroy (left) and Professor Trevor Davies occurred the morning after our exhausting day on the Peyto 
Glacier in August 2019. On the table is an accumulation of cryoconite; a strange material which consists of ash and soot from wildfires and air pollution, dust, 
bacteria, fungi, algae and other organisms. It collects on the surface of the glacier and has been increasing over the years as greater more frequent and 
more extensive wildfires deposit more soot which feeds the algae and microbes, darkens the glacier and contributes to increasing melt rates. Summer melt 
washes some of it off the glacier surface, and it accumulates in weird formations below the snout of the glacier. Scientists from Global Water Futures are 
examining its composition by various techniques, including scanning electron microscopy and DNA sequencing and showing how it is accelerating glacier 
melt and ultimately sea level rise.



Peyto glacier
Glacier Ice and Water

80x80 cm, oil_on_canvas 2019

Distributed amongst the terminal 
moraines, just below the glacier snout, 
are the strange black accumulations of 
cryoconite, some of which resemble 
mountain ranges in miniature form, 1-
2m in height.
The view down the glaciated U-shaped 
valley, from a point beneath the 
present glacier snout, gives a very 
clear impression of the scale of Peyto 
in recent decades.



WATERMELON SNOW
Mixed media on canvas, 80x100 cm, 2019
Snow cover turning pink or reddish during spring and summer has been a long-observed phenomenon. In recent years it has been commonly called 
watermelon snow. Blooms of algae cause it with a red pigmentation for protection against high-levels of ultraviolet radiation. The blooms appear when 
there is melt-water present in the snow-cover. The red colouration makes the snow-cover less reflective (typically around 15%) to radiation from the 
Sun, causing even more melting. Increasing temperatures due to global warming has produced earlier and more melt-water in the snow-cover, and 
the resultant greater red algae growth, in turn, results in more melt-water in the snowpack - a positive feedback.



Fortress Mountain, 
Kananaskis Valley



The Fortress Mountain 46x25 cm oil on canvas 2019
Fortress Mountain in Kananaskis is not only a recreational site for skiing but an outdoor scientific 
laboratory where Global Water Futures scientists research how water and energy are cycled by 
the mountain ecosystem, how snow is redistributed by wind and gravity, sublimated, intercepted 
in forest canopies and melts to form streamflow and replenish soil moisture and groundwater flow.  
It is a particularly well instrumented part of the Canadian Rockies Hydrological Observatory.



The Fortress 
Mountain 
30x30 cm oil on 
canvas 2019

The Fortress has a 
debris covered 
glacier buried in the 
cirque valley at its 
base.  Here, 
remaining glacier ice 
slowly melts, feeding 
a small lake and 
complex groundwater 
flow systems



The Fortress End of Summer 45x65 cm pastel on paper 2019.  
Despite the long snowy winter at Fortress Mountain Research Basin, the summer can be dry 
and soil moisture reserves that were replenished by June snowmelt, can be depleted by late 
August unless rains are frequent.  Alpine vegetation has adapted to this short summer and as it 
moves into senescence, adopts brilliant colours that bring exceptional beauty to the high 
mountain tundra.



THE SLOW NUCLEAR EXPLOSION 
AT FORTRESS MOUNT
Oil on canvas, 90x70 cm, 2019
This painting was inspired by the words 
of the Chief of the Gwich’in Indigenous 
People, who said in April 2019, that 
climate change was “like watching a 
slow nuclear explosion”. Although his 
People’s land is further north, this 
seemed a good location to start 
developing representations of slow 
nuclear explosions as a metaphor for 
the impacts of human-induced climate 
change across Northwest Canada. This 
one is starting near the site of the GWF 
station, which has already been 
destroyed, on the edge of a cirque, 
which was once home to a glacier. 
Even Fortress Mountain can be 
stormed.



THE FORTRESS MOUNT NOW
Oil on canvas, 130x170 cm, 2019
Fortress Mountain Research Basin is an iconic location in the Rockies in Alberta. Its dramatic countenance has appeared in many Hollywood 
films. It is an important site for one of the GWF observation stations which automatically records atmospheric, snow and soil conditions. 
These observations are part of the Global Water Futures Observatories network, which monitors changes over time and provided invaluable 
information to help develop predictive models; a necessity for successful prediction of water supplies from the high mountain headwater 
basins that supply most of western Canada with rivers and life-giving freshwater. 



THE FORTRESS MOUNT NOW
Pastel on paper, 2019
Fortress Mountain is an iconic location in the Rockies in Alberta and an important 
research basin in the Canadian Rockies Hydrological Observatory, part of the Global 
Water Futures Observatories network of 76 research basins across Canada.



NEAR FORTRESS MOUNTAIN
The field drawing, pastel on paper. 18x24 cm, April 2019
Accessing the GWF observation station beneath Fortress Mountain requires significant logistical support: snowmobiles, and so on.
These pastels were painted as we awaited the arrival of the GWF support team of the logistics camp. 



NEAR FORTRESS MOUNTAIN
The field drawing, pastel on paper. 18x24 cm, April 2019
Accessing the GWF observation station beneath Fortress Mountain requires significant logistical support: snowmobiles, and so on.
These pastels were painted as we awaited the arrival of the GWF support team of the logistics camp. 



THE STATION OF FORTRESS MOUNTAIN RESEARCH BASIN.   END OF SUMMER BY FORTRESS MOUNTAIN

pastel drawing on paper, 33x45 cm, 2019 

Fortress Mountain Research Basin is where GWF scientists are discovering the fundamental processes that govern the interaction between climate, high mountains, snow, 
ecosystems and streamflow generation. It shows that mountain hydrology can be sensitive to climate change and that ecosystem processes mediate this response to cause a 
very different future ability of mountain catchments to generate source waters.
“The paintings I produced of the Fortress Mountain Research Basin, during and after the Transitions visit in March-April, when snow blanketed the flatter surfaces and an icy 
gale was blowing, were – viewers told me – amongst the most dramatic of my paintings. The landscape is dramatic. I wanted to capture its very different demeanour in summer. 
To my astonishment, rather than wind-hardened snow, the land around the automatic weather station closest to the dramatic peak had a green alpine meadow appearance. 
Just a kilometre away, and a little lower, another weather station was surrounded by shrubs and small trees. I painted Fortress Mountain at the end of summer but. Already, I 
could sense its return to its icy winter wilderness”.



NUCLEAR EXPLOSION IN SLOW MOTION
Oil on canvas, 150x100 cm, 2020

For many scientists in the Global Water Futures 
research programme, this location is iconic –
because of the dramatic scenery, and the 
importance of this automatic observation station, 
and others in the near-vicinity. The location is 
Fortress Mountain in the Canadian Rockies. The 
observation network has been built to improve 
understanding of rapid climate and environmental 
changes which have occurred in recent decades 
and to further develop predictive models of the 
effect of future climate change on the local 
hydrology – a particular challenge is such complex 
terrain.
Ivanov has produced a number of paintings of the 
nuclear explosion in slow motion (a phrase 
attributed to a Gwich’in Chief when describing what 
it is like to witness the profound changes caused by 
climate change of the landscape of his people in 
Northwest Territories. The cauldron where once a 
valley glacier flourished is the seat of Ivanov’s slow 
nuclear explosion.



Fortress Mountain Research Basin 20x20 cm pastel on paper 2019



Kananaskis Valley
 20x20 cm oil on canvas, 
2019

The view of the 
Kananaskis Valley from 
Canadian Ridge in 
Fortress Mountain 
Research Basin



Fortress Mountain 
Hanging Tree
 Pastel on paper 
30x24cm, 2022

This well instrumented 
research station with a 
weighed, suspended tree, 
“the hanging tree” is 
Tower Ridge Station, 
Fortress Mountain 
Research Basin. It is a 
cut, suspended, weighed 
fir tree to measure 
interception of snowfall 
and rainfall and the 
storage of intercepted 
snow and rain in the 
subalpine canopy.  This 
helps us to predict the 
impacts of forest cover 
change on water supply



Mountains



Three Sisters 
Mountains
 20x20 cm oil on 
canvas 2019

An iconic scene 
from the Bow River 
in Canmore, 
Alberta



Three_Sisters 
Mountains Alberta 
30x30 cm oil on 
canvas 2019

A view of Three 
Sisters from a dry 
channel of the 
Bow River in 
Canmore, Alberta 
after a dry period 
in the summer.



Mount Robson pastel on 
paper 45x33cm, 2022

Mount Robson, British 
Columbia in May after an 
exceptionally high 
snowfall season.



Impressions of Mountains



The Mountains 
and Glaciers
30x30 cm oil on 
canvas, 2020



The mountains 
and glacier 
series, oil on 
linen, 70x30 cm
2020



The Mountains and Glaciers
 30x30 cm oil on canvas 2020



The Mountains and Glaciers
30x30 cm oil on canvas 2020



SNOWY MOUNTAINS
Oil on canvas, 76x50 cm, 2020

“The substantial change that loss of 
snow-packs and glaciers is having on the 
planet is something the international 
scientific and policy community needs to 
address quite urgently. These changes 
have led to, and will continue to cause, 
serious unsustainability of freshwater as 
a result of the impact of climate change”.
(John Pomeroy, World Meteorological 
Organization’s High Mountain Summit, 
Geneva, October 2019).



The_Mountains_an
d_glaciers_30x30_c
m_oil_on_canvas 
2020



SNOWLIGHT 2
Oil on canvas, 
80x80 cm, 2019



Forests



Marmot Creek 20x20 
cm oil on canvas 
2019

Marmot Creek 
Research Basin in 
Kananaskis, Alberta 
has been 
instrumented since 
1962 and is a 
research site where 
climate change 
impacts on hydrology 
have been diagnosed 
and the impacts of 
forest cover on 
intercepting snow 
and slowing 
snowmelt have been 
explored. It has been 
the outdoor water  
laboratory for dozens 
of scientists and is a 
key part of the Global 
Water Futures 
Observatories 
Network



Athabasca River
Pastel on paper 30x24cm, 
2022

Impact of pine bark beetle 
infestation in killing the 
lodgepole pine forests along 
the banks of the Athabasca 
River, Jasper National Park, 
Alberta

The pine beetle thrives in 
warmer winters and in intact 
forests – both of which prevail 
in Jasper Park due to human 
caused climate change and 
overmature pine canopies 
from decades of excessive 
wildfire suppression.



OCHRE RIVER
Pastel field drawing, 24x30 cm, 2019

Vermilion Pass gets its name from the 
colouration which originates in mineral springs 
of iron oxide. These ochre springs are important 
for the indigenous people, and are known as the 
paint pots. Scientifically, it is an interesting 
location because of the pronounced influence of 
groundwater chemistry on surface waters. “This 
felt a special – and elemental – place to me. 
The paint pots and the stream-water 
downstream were amongst the most vivid 
colourations I have seen in nature”. (Gennadiy
Ivanov).



Impressions of Forests



Vermillion Pass Forest Fire
Oil on canvas, 80x80 cm, 
2019

Vermilion Pass gets its name 
from the colouration which 
originates in mineral springs 
of iron oxide. These ochre 
springs are important for the 
indigenous people, and are 
known as the paint pots. 
Scientifically, it is an 
interesting location because 
of the pronounced influence 
of groundwater chemistry on 
surface waters. “This felt a 
special – and elemental –
place to me. The paint pots 
and the stream-water 
downstream were amongst 
the most vivid colourations I 
have seen in nature”. 
(Gennadiy Ivanov).



Spring is come 
in but we are 
expecting floods 
and fires
Oil on canvas 
160x160cm, 
2021



MOUNTAIN TINDERBOX AND ASHES
Oil on canvas, 90x70 cm, 2020

A major reason for the increase in forest fires 
across the cold regions is the growing areas of 
dead and dying trees, representing a tinderbox 
primed for the ravages of fire. Amongst the 
most serious of pests are bark beetles 
attacking pine trees. Rising temperatures 
reduce the widespread winter die-off of beetle 
larvae. The beetles also hatch earlier and 
reproduce more frequently. Some entomologist 
call beetles “first responders” because they are 
so sensitive to climate and environmental 
change. In this painting Ivanov portrays 
swathes of dead and burnt trees; although an 
impressionistic painting, many photographs of 
forested landscapes affected by pests and 
ravaged by fire would give a similar 
impression.



BURN !
Oil on canvas, 100x100 cm, 2019
Early, and less, snowmelt combined with higher temperatures prime the vegetation for burns (fires), even in April, in northern and western 
Canada. The mountains behind the still-frozen lake fringed by its newly exposed silty desert are bereft of even their thin snow cover. A 
wisp of cloud resembles a glacier arm still clinging on. The burst of yellow and red on the mountains are ‘burn’!



Lakes and Rivers



JOHNSON LAKE
Pastel field drawing, 24x30 cm, 2019
Johnson Lake is a 20 ha reservoir, at an elevation of 1,426m, near Banff in Alberta.
"I made a small field painting of this lake because I was struck, and depressed by the fact, that although - to my eyes – it looked pristine, there 
were recent notices warning that the lake's trout were suffering from an out-break of whirling disease." (Gennadiy Ivanov).
Whirling disease is caused by a myxosporean parasite which induces the fish to swim with a whirling motion. It was first observed in the USA, and 
has spread across international and provincial borders through recreational activities. Although not related to climate change, it was an example of 
the multitude of stresses which human activity can place on aquatic environments.



Upper Kananaskis Lake
Pastel on paper 30x24cm, 2022



Brule lake pastel on paper 30x24cm, 2022



Maligne Lake pastel on paper 30x24cm, 2022
Maligne Lake, Jasper National Park, Alberta with a high snowpack and very late snowmelt in 
late May 2022 – very little melt had occurred to this point and the lake is still frozen and 
snowcovered.



Maligne Lake pastel on paper 45x33cm, 2022



Medicine Lake pastel on paper 45x33cm, 2022
Low water levels in Medicine Lake, Jasper National Park, Alberta during a 
late spring where snowmelt from high elevations had not begun in late May.  
Snowmelt raises the water levels in this natural lake substantially in June.



Kinbasket Lake pastel on paper_45x33cm, 2022
This reservoir on the Columbia River system fills with snowmelt in most years, but this May 
despite local snowmelt it remains very low and its dry lakebed is subject to dust storms.  The 
summer of 2022 was record dry in parts of British Columbia and low streamflows impacted 
hydroelectricity production, community water supply and led to high salmon mortality



Lower Kananaskis Lake pastel on paper 45x33 cm, 2022
In May, snowmelt had yet to occur at high elevations and so this reservoir remains low with 
an exposed lake bed.  It will fill from near-record high snowpacks later in the summer



Maligne Canyon Falls 
pastel on paper 33x45cm, 
2022



Upper Kanaskis Lake
Pastel on paper 33x45 cm, 
2022



COUGAR CREEK DEBRIS NET
Pastel on paper field drawing, 33x45 cm, 2019
On June 20 2013, the town of Canmore, Alberta and much of the surrounding region experienced a devastating flood that was part of the most expensive natural 
disaster in Canadian history at that time. The torrent formed a debris flow that tore down Cougar Creek destroying homes, railways and roads, causing substantial 
damage and isolating the region for several days. The flood was caused by three days of heavy rainfall forming runoff over still frozen alpine soils and enhanced by melt 
of a late lying alpine snowpack. It was exceptional event in modern Canmore, but similar events were noted in the late 19th and early 20th C. In anticipation of the 
increased frequency and magnitude that is likely for future extreme rainfalls, a temporary debris net was constructed above the town after the 2013 flood to retain 
boulders and trees within the torrent. A retaining dam is now being built to replace this. The University of Saskatchewan’s Coldwater Laboratory is based in Canmore, 
researching climate and hydrological regime changes and has developed predictive models for events such as this.



SHORT SOJOURN ON SOUTH SASKATCHEVAN
The field pastel drawing, 24x30 cm, 2019

Hundreds of miles to the east, some of the meltwater from the Canadian Rockies flows through the Canadian Prairies in the South Saskatchewan River. 
The streamflow regimes in the Canadian Prairies are also changing because of climate change and human use for irrigation and hydroelectric power. 
Pronounced floods and droughts (which are leading to earlier and more frequent vegetation fires) are increasing in frequency and intensity, with 
implications for agriculture, infrastructure and transport. The worst floods and droughts since colonisation of the region in the late 1800s have occurred in 
the last two decades. The South Saskatchewan River flows through the city of Saskatoon, the home of the University of Saskatchewan and the 
headquarters of the Global Water Futures research programme. The slumping banks of the river, and the changing pattern of sand bars, show evidence 
of shifting patterns of erosion and deposition in response to recent hydrological changes. The best way of seeing this evidence is from a canoe, and this 
series of pastels illustrates the changing views – very different from the sculpted landscapes of the Rockies – painted on a 12km sojourn on the river, 
downstream towards Saskatoon, under the paddle power of the scientists!



Sibbald Peatland
Pastel on paper 30x24cm, 2022



Sibbald Peatland
 pastel on paper 30x24cm, 
2022

Sibbald Wetland Research 
Basin in Kananaskis was 
instrumented in 2006 to study 
how beaver-created wetlands 
influence hydrology and water 
supply.  In the massive flood of 
2013 the beaver dams held 
and reduced flooding 
downstream in Calgary.  
Studies of beaver-influence 
hydrology show how 
ecosystem processes can 
restore hydrological stability 
even when extreme events 
due to climate change occur.  
This is part of the Global 
Water Futures Observatories 
network of 76 research basins 
across Canada.



Challenges



THE ICE AND FIRE
Oil on canvas, 116x91 cm. 2019

Here the artist expresses some of his memories 
of the Transitions trip to the Rockies and the 
Prairies. One is the seemingly endless trains 
which transport Canadian resources for export, 
and carry manufactured goods from around the 
globe – a symbol of the nature of human activity 
which is driving climate change. Also included is 
a Global Water Futures’ observation station 
which monitors the changing weather due to 
climate change, and the changing state of 
glaciers and snow-packs. A scientist reflects on 
the challenges global society faces in de-
coupling our necessary activities from continuing 
increases in greenhouse gas emissions. We 
need to open the window to adopting, and 
identifying, new solutions.



LISTEN TO THE SCIENTISTS
Oil on canvas, 200x140 cm, 2020

Prof John Pomeroy explaining some of 
Global Water Futures research on the 
Athabasca Glacier to Greta Thunberg in 
early winter 2019.
A message Ms Thunberg often gives is: 
listen to the scientists.



AND FIRE IN HIS 
EYES
Oil on canvas, 
100x100 cm, 2019

“One thing which has 
really struck me about 
the scientists is how 
enthusiastic – indeed, 
passionate – they are 
about their research. 
They are fired-up 
about their work."
(Gennadiy Ivanov).
This painting shows 
John Pomeroy, who is 
discussing some 
important detail of the 
science, with Trevor 
Davies. Davies is the 
reflection; standing 
next to an automatic 
weather station on the 
Athabasca Glacier.



DENIERS’ STATION
Oil on canvas, 95x90 cm, 2019

Ivanov’s inspiration for this painting 
was the cold regions field research 
stations of the Global Water Future 
Observatories programme. The 
instruments record meteorological 
variables including water vapour flux 
and carbon dioxide exchange. 
Ivanov has inverted the instruments 
since, to him, it represents the way 
in which climate deniers turn logic 
upside-down.



THE DINOSAUR’S DAMNATION
Oil on canvas, 120x150 cm, 2019
The artist has taken the opportunity to juxtapose a dinosaur, the fossil- and coal-bearing strata, and a modern Alberta oil extraction facility. Many indigenous 
peoples in North America have a mythology about a horned serpent, with the mystical beast associated with extreme events – rain, water, thunder, lightning. 
“Many of the fabulous fossils in the Tyrell Museum just outside Drumheller evoked a horned serpent in my mind”, (Gennadiy Ivanov). The dinosaur is watching, 
atop the beds overlaying the fossil-rich strata, as humankind is instigating a global environmental change which may well appear in Earth’s future geological 
record- and is already dubbed the Anthropocene.



SADNESS AT 
HAPPISBURGH
Oil on canvas, 2018, 
109x81 cm

Here in Norfolk, England, 
the impacts of rising sea 
level due to glacier melt and 
ocean temperature 
increases and increasing 
storms due to a changing 
atmosphere are apparent in 
this receding coastline that 
is destroying ancient 
villages.  Norfolk villages are 
falling into the sea and 
defending all of them 
against this global heating 
trifecta of melting glaciers, 
warming oceans and 
increasing coastal storms is 
sadly impossible.


